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ICC – the world business organization

• Worldwide offices

In over 120 countries - potential contact with hundreds of thousands of companies (large and 

small)

• Business Experts 

Over 2,000 representatives from member companies and associations help develop policy 

and create the voluntary rules

• Interlocutor with governments and IGOs 

History with UN, WTO, G20

• Services 

– World Chambers Federation - A global forum for chambers of commerce (SMEs)

– Commercial Crime Services - Fighting fraud, maritime piracy and commercial crime

– International Court of Arbitration 

– Training and Conferences - Organizing and hosting events, training seminars and workshops



Key questions

Beyond green towards a paradigm shift
Two global megatrends on collision course:

– Increasing competition and limitation in the use of earth’s finite 

resources;

– Predicted world population of 9 billion in 2050, growing at the most 

rapid pace in history. 

Furthermore – urbanization trends: 

– TODAY: 50% of world population lives in cities - 2050: estimated 70%

– Largest increases in urban population in next four decades in 

(2010-2050, UN 2011) 

• India: add +497 million population

• China + 341 million

• Nigeria + 200 million

• United States of America +103 million

• Indonesia +92 million





Role of business Role of business Role of business Role of business 

• Global governance

– What conditions/tools/incentives are needed to shift towards a 

green economy?

• Innovation

– What can business and especially the engineering community 

do to deliver sustainable solutions to global challenges?

• Collaboration and partnerships

– How can business lead in the absence of global frameworks?  



But first - what does it mean to be “green” ?



Green Economy – business definition

The business community believes that the term "green economy" 
is embedded in the broader sustainable development concept. 

The “green economy” is described as an economy in which 
economic growth and environmental responsibility work 
together in a mutually reinforcing fashion while supporting 
progress on social development. 

Business has a crucial role in delivering the economically viable 
products, processes, services and solutions required for the 
transition to green economy.

(ICC, 2011)



ICC Green Economy Roadmap



The next green innovation curve –
can we accelerate sustainability solutions?

Kondratiev cycles: after the information age cycle,  green economy is the hot candidate for growth and social prosperity.  

Source: Allianz Global Investors (2010) The Sixth Kondratieff’ – Long waves of prosperity. 



Engineering community at the core to drive 

sustainability solutions and deliver technical expertise

Picture background: IEC



Key role of infrastructure for green growth 

• Infrastructure (e.g. electricity, telecommunication, water) 

– Is crucial for the efficiency, competitiveness, innovation and economic growth of 

countries.

– improves living standards of a country’s population – socially and environmentally, e.g. 

by providing access to electricity, clean water and information

– Over the next 25 years, global infrastructure needs are estimated to rise to over US $50 

trillion

� Provision of good infrastructure is a major determinant of inward FDI  

essential for many countries to finance their infrastructure needs and therefore 

enable their economic growth,  raise living standards in both, social and 

environmental aspects.

� G20 leaders have recognized the importance of infrastructure in this regard, 

particular in emerging and developing countries. 

Source: UNCTAD, 2008 / A. Bacher 2008



Challenges

• Need for well-documented and properly structured project 

documentation

• Development of global standards and best practices

• Greater engagement of the private sector – including industry, banks and 

institutional investors throughout the different stages of project 

preparation

• Better structuring of PPPs to reduce risk, move to program level approach, 

better toolbox 



ICC’s engagement to support delivering

sustainable infrastructure

• Supporting launch of Center for 

Sustainable Infrastructure (CSI)

• Work with FIDIC to develop a range 

of new tools and practices

• Raise awareness at all levels – G20



Thank you


